Of organizations that seek strategic change, 70% fail. In Leading Strategic Change, now in paperback, leading consultants J. Stewart Black and Hal B. Gregersen examine the core problem: organizations fail to change because individuals fail to change. Black and Gregersen identify the "brain barriers" that keep strategic change from success--failure to see, failure to move, and failure to finish--and offer a start-to-finish strategy for helping others change how they view their goals and the steps they must take to achieve them. This book systematically shows you how to implement the single change that makes all the others possible: redirecting individuals' ideas and expectations to be aligned with the new direction of the company.
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Flynn, Shannon Fox, Feb 1, 2001, Fiction, 124 pages. A fast-paced adventure novel about a hero dog who tries to be a cynic. His true-blue character is put to the test as he confronts the horrors of a puppy mill, an abusive owner.
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Red ice my fight to save the seals, Brian Davies, 1989, Nature, 228 pages
Device and Deceit, Elizabeth Tidwell, 2009, Fiction, 220 pages. As always, Elizabeth Tidwell weaves a wonderful literary tapestry by combining a great fiction story with actual personalities and locations in the beautiful Shenandoah Valley.


Growing Up Hockey The Life and Times of Everyone Who Ever Loved the Game, Brian Kennedy, Aug 7, 2007, Biography & Autobiography, 369 pages. This is a memoir about the timeless magic of growing up playing hockey on the frozen lakes, rivers and ponds of the northern United States and Canada.
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